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Introduction
This document will present a series of diagrams showing what users can expect when working
with the Practice IQ Reporting Services (SSRS) dashboard formats.
The diagrams will track the drill through options available and resulting formats. The purpose of
the document is not to give a detailed overview of each format but allow an understanding of the
reporting structures and flow as well as the types of data available when viewing and interacting
with the dashboard formats.
Reporting covered will include Firm wide formats, specific attribute based e.g. Partner, Manager
and Staff formats. There will also be reference to specific operational content such as Workflow,
Tax and CRM.
Note: any formats that are repeated across different attributes will not be repeated in this
document, e.g. if a Firm dashboard is identical in function and data to a Partner or Manager
dashboard then only the Firm dashboard will be shown.

Practice IQ Dashboards
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Firm Dashboard

The Firm Dashboard combines major firm KPIs into one place. Using charts, visual cues and figures it’s
possible to see the big picture at a glance. Depending on whether Tax and Workflow are utilised there are
formats that exclude these data sets. Separate Formats are available for Australian and New Zealand Tax
analysis.

Tooltip are available by
hovering over the items on the
dashboard. These give
additional information and
instruction on drill through

There are additional Tax
formats available. See the
Tax Dashboard section of
this document

Group Utilisation Analysis
Utilisation figures shown on the main KPI traffic lights and charts drill through to a grouped format
giving a breakdown of the different staff orientated measures. The default grouping is by Staff
Partner but can be changed to Manager, Department or Entity. The reporting can also be filtered by
the same attribute options. Clicking the plus (+) button next to each group will expand the group to
show staff members. Clicking the plus (+) button next to the staff name drills through to a detail
report showing individual timesheet entries for both Billable and Non Billable time.
Group WIP Analysis
Clicking on a WIP KPI will drill through to WIP Group format. The default grouping is by Matter
Partner but can be changed to Manager, Department or Entity. Depending on the type of KPI
selected the format will show a Movement, Aged or YTD view. These formats can be filtered further
using report parameters. Clicking the plus (+) button next to each group will expand the group to
show Debtors. Clicking the plus (+) button to the left of the debtor name will drill through to give
detail on the individual matters. The Plus (+) button to the right will go straight to a detail report
showing a breakdown of Time, Fees, Write offs etc.
Group Debt Analysis
This drill through format is the same as the WIP format but focusing on all Debt measures. It has the
same filter and view options and shows a breakdown of Invoicing and receipting when drilling right
down to the transaction level.
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There are additional
Workflow formats available.
See the Workflow
Dashboard section of this
document
Printing
All the main formats have been designed to print to an A4 landscape
page where appropriate and to portrait for some of the more detailed
reports where suitable.
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Top Level Dashboards

Top level dashboards are available for Partners, Managers, Departments and Entities. These
formats are identical to the Firm dashboard but with the data sliced by the specified attribute. Drill
through from these dashboards go directly to more detailed summary reports, filtered by the
selected attribute.

Tooltip are available by
hovering over the items on the
dashboard. These give
additional information and
instruction on drill through

There are additional Tax
formats available. See the
Tax Dashboard section of
this document

Staff Utilisation Analysis
Utilisation figures shown on the main KPI traffic lights and the charts drill through to a staff list report
giving a breakdown of the different staff orientated measures. The list of staff can be filtered at this
point by selecting options from the report parameters available. Clicking the plus button next to each
staff name drills through to a detail report showing individual timesheet entries for both Billable and
Non Billable time.
WIP Analysis
Clicking on a WIP KPI will drill through to WIP detail report. The view will an aged analysis if the KPI
in question is to do with aging, e.g. WIP 90+. Again, these formats can be filtered further using report
parameters. Selecting the Plus (+) button to the left of the debtor name will drill through to give detail
on the individual matters. The Plus (+) button to the right will go straight to the detail report showing
a breakdown of Time, Fees, Write offs etc.
Debt Analysis
Clicking on a Debt KPI will drill through to Debt detail report. The view will an aged analysis if the KPI
in question is to do with aging, e.g. DTR 90+. Again, these formats can be filtered further using
report parameters. Selecting the Plus (+) button to the left of the debtor name will drill through to give
detail on the individual matters. The Plus (+) button to the right will go straight to the detail report
showing a breakdown of Invoices, Receipts etc.
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Printing
All the main formats have been designed to print to an A4 landscape
page where appropriate and to portrait for some of the more detailed
reports where suitable.

There are additional
Workflow formats available.
See the Workflow
Dashboard section of this
document
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Firm Charts

There are two firm chart formats similar to this one that cater for Australian and New Zealand Tax information and one
format without Tax or Workflow detail. There’s a focus on time based analysis with each chart showing the historical
picture of the current month back 12. Partner, Manager, Department and Entity versions of all these chart formats
are also available.

Tooltip are available by
hovering over the items on the
dashboard. These give addition
information and instruction on
the drill through

Staff Utilisation Analysis
Utilisation figures shown on the Charts drill through to a staff list reports giving a breakdown of the different
staff orientated measures. The list of staff can be filtered at this point by selecting options from the report
parameters available. Clicking the plus button next to each staff name drills through to a detail report
showing individual timesheet entries for both Billable and Non Billable time.
WIP Analysis
Clicking any bar on a WIP or Recovery chart will drill through to a detailed list report relevant to the
measure clicked. Again these formats can be filtered further using report parameters. Selecting the Plus
(+) button to the left of the debtor name will drill through to give detail on the individual matters. The Plus
(+) button to the right will go straight to the detail report showing a breakdown on Time, Fees, Write offs
etc.
Debt Analysis
Clicking any bar on a Debt chart will drill through to a detailed list report relevant to the measure clicked.
Again these formats can be filtered further using report parameters. Selecting the Plus (+) button to the left
of the debtor name will drill through to give detail on the individual matters. The Plus (+) button to the right
will go straight to the detail report showing a breakdown on Invoices, Receipts etc.
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There are additional Tax
formats available for both
Australian and New
Zealand Tax data sets.
See the Tax Dashboard
section of this document

There are additional
Workflow formats available.
See the Workflow
Dashboard section of this
document
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Firm KPIs
This format focuses on showing key firm measures with visual cues
to quickly understand how things are performing. By default,
benchmarks are set using the same measure but 12 month
previous. Using a typical traffic light system amber will show if the
measure is within 20 % of the benchmark,

Benchmarks
It’s possible to import benchmark data
for use on formats like these. Data can
be imported using a basic high level
input form available through the
Practice IQ intranet site or by a
specially designed Excel workbook.

Configuration
Small configurations can see KPIs swapped out for others, or additional
ones added in.
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Different Views
WIP and Debt reporting will show
either Detail or Aged views depending
on which KPI is selected.
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Staff Manager Team Dashboard
This format focuses on Staff Managers and their teams. The format is broken into two sections. One shows
the Utilisation and Productivity for the staff members in the team, the other looks at the Jobs and Matters
they are either fully responsible for or are currently responsible for.
Team Utilisation Chart
Totals for the current month and 12 back are shown for
the team. Measures included are Billable Hours and
Non Billable Hours with the Utilisation Percentage both
month to date and year to date.
Team Utilisation drill through formats
Clicking a bar on the chart will drill through to give a summary list of
staff members and the figures for the selected month. Drilling down
further on each staff member will show a list of their timesheet
entries for the selected month.

Team Workflow Chart
This chart shows the number of Workflow Jobs or Matters where the team
are responsible (Matter Responsible) and when they are due to be
completed. The chart shows the currently selected month and 12 back. The
two chart measures show jobs that have actually been completed and the
jobs still to be complete. There is no drill option on this chart.

PTD Utilisation figures
This table shows a summary for all staff in the team for the current month.
Drilling through on each staff member will show a list of timesheet entries for
the selected month.
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Team Non Billable Time Breakdown Chart
This chart highlights the different types of nonchargeable work the team has been involved in. The
data is year to date based on the currently selected
month. There is no drill option on this chart.

Team Workflow Tables
Both tables show the total number of Jobs associated with team members.
The first shows all jobs team members hold overall Matter responsibility for.
The second shows jobs where team members are currently responsible, e.g.
assigned responsibly to the current milestone.
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Staff Dashboard with Workflow
This format focuses on individual staff members. The main PTD and
YTD KPIs are benchmarked against the same time for the previous
year. It allows the staff member to quickly see how they are tracking
in terms of Utilisation / Productivity as well as keeping track of the
different jobs they are responsible for.

Staff KPIs
all KPIs have context sensitive drill through options. Clicking on Billable hours will show a list of Billable
timesheets, selecting Write Off(Up) % will drill through list of Write Off transactions. Drill through on these
KPIs will only show transactions for the currently select month on the report.

Workflow tables
A report parameter is available to swap between showing list of Matters where the staff member is
responsible for the Matter or where they are currently responsible for the matter. It is also possible to show
both at one time. Drill through on each line will go directly to the Matter and Workflow Detail format showing
a complete picture of where the matter is at and what has happened previously.
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Last 12 Month Utilisation Chart
This chart goes back 12 months from the currently selected month. It
shows both PTD and YTD Utilisation Percentages over that time as
well as the breakdown between Billable and Non-Billable time. Drill
through on each column representing the months is context sensitive
and will show a list of timesheet entries for the selected month.
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Firm Ranked Analysis
This format provides the ability to show lists of Debtors based on
selected WIP and Debt measures in the system. Report
parameters are available to dictate how many items are shown and
in what order. The lists can be filter by any combination of Matter
Partner, Matter Manager or Matter Department. Measures shown
are for a single month only. Drill through options are available to
provide detail on the totals shown in the list.
There is a Year To Date version of this format also available.

WIP and Debt detail reporting
Depending on the type of measure listed, either WIP or Debt, a drill through option will go
through to a relevant format. Each one will show a list of Matters that make up the Debtor
totals with additional measures shown for context. Further drill through to transactions for
the selected month can be accessed by drilling further.
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Workflow Dashboard
The Workflow Dashboard focuses on Matters that are in in the system. There are 3 different sections to give information on all Matters both active and completed. Due dates for Matters are used to filter the top two
sections with the actual completion date used for the third section. Drill through options reflect the different sections with the top two sections going to the same summary report but the third going to a specific
summary format for complete Matters. Regardless of the drill through options from top and summary levels, the same detail report is available at the lowest level. There are also Debtor and Family Group Workflow
dashboards available if required. These follow exactly the same formats and drill through options as the standard Client Matter dashboard.

Workflow Summary
This format lists Matters based on the drill through selections made on the
dashboard and/or additional selections made on the summary report
parameters. There are some extensive tooltips available on various pieces
of data and a further drill through option to a detail report. Parameters
available on this report include Standard Maters, Partners, Managers,
Departments, Job Statuses and Matter Responsible. The Debtor and
Family Group versions of this summary report have additional drill through
options to list all relevant Client Matters based on the report groupings.

Workflow Dashboard
Both the summary numbers and the chart columns have drill through options built in. All
parameter selections made on this dashboard will be taken through to the underlying
summary reports. Additional filters will be passed through depending on the KPI
selected, e.g. clicking the ‘On Track’ figure will pass that selection through to the
summary format.
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Workflow and Matter Detail
This format presents detailed information for the selected Matter. Data
includes, financial totals, a comprehensive list of assigned attributes and
detail on workflow. It will also show the last five notes applied to the matter
with the option to drill further to more note history.
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Workflow Groups

Workflow Groups for periods where matters are due to be completed
This format shows the same measures as the top two sections of the
Workflow Dashboard. The data is filtered by where jobs are due to be
completed. Drill through goes to a summary report retaining the context of
what was selected on the group level.

The Workflow Group formats shows the same measures that are on the
Workflow Dashboard. The difference here is that it gives the ability to
show summary totals across all Partners, Manager and Departments.
Every figure shown in clickable and will drill through retaining the
context of the figure selected.
One report presents active and complete data by where the Matter is
due to be completed, the other focuses on completed Matters and
when they were actually completed.
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Workflow Groups for periods where matters are completed
This format shows the same measures as the bottom section of the
Workflow Dashboard. Information for completed matters is filtered by the
periods where jobs are actually completed. Drill through goes to a
summary report retaining the context of what was selected on the group
level.
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Milestone Turnaround Dashboard

The Milestone Turnaround dashboard focuses on individual milestones and the people responsible for them, the turnaround times
and if they are completed to budget. The time selections on the dashboard are based on when the Milestones are completed.
Additional dashboard parameters include Matter Partner, Manager, Department, Responsibility and Standard Matter.

Milestone Responsibility Turnaround Summary
Clicking on the top charts or KPI figures will drill
through to a summary report by staff that are set as
milestone responsible. The report shows all statistics
across Turnaround, Budget and Completion.
Selecting the drill through option on each line will drill
to a Milestone Turnaround Summary for the specific
staff member.
Milestone Turnaround Summary
This format summaries the different milestones or
tasks that have been performed. The statistics are the
same as the Milestone Responsibility Summary.
Generally speaking this report will be filtered by a
specific person, highlighting the different tasks they
have completed. Selecting the drill through option will
list the Clients and Matters the different tasks have
been performed on.
Milestone Responsibility Turnaround Detail
This format lists the actual client matters and the
milestones completed. This provides clarity to the
summary statistics shown on the other formats. Drill
through is available to the Workflow and Matter Detail
report to understand where the tasks performed by an
individual fit, in context to the whole job.

Milestone Turnaround by Milestone Responsible
the chart format show all staff that have been assigned responsibility for milestones and the
number of milestones completed in the selected period of time. Clicking the chart column will drill
thought to a summary report showing a breakdown of the different types of milestone retaining
the context of the staff member.
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Capacity Dashboard
The main focus for these formats is to compare the capacity available in the form of staff billable budget hours (capacity budget), against hours allocated to staff members by way of milestone budgets, where the staff member is
responsible for the milestone. There are two main views for this information; Capacity and Forecast. Each format has a parameter available to swap between the two options.
Capacity
The Capacity view compares staff capacity budget hours for the
current period forward, (based on today’s date), against all
milestone budget hours where the milestone doesn’t have an
actual date or the matter doesn’t not have a closed date. The time
frames for the milestone budget hours are based on where the
milestone is targeted to be completed.
Forecast
The Forecast view compares staff capacity budget hours with all
milestone budget hours. The time frames for the milestone
budget hours are based on where the milestone is targeted to be
completed.

Functionality
Depending on what item on the formats is clicked, it will drill through with different
context. Clicking on individual staff member or month, figures will focus in on the
selected item. Clicking the summary items at the top will provide a complete picture
based on the timeframes selected. It’s possible to drill all the way through to a specific
jobs based on the staff member’s responsibility for a task or tasks on that job.
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Tax Dashboard (AUS)
The Tax Dashboard (AUS) provides high level access to various Tax measures. The focus is on lodgement numbers and percentages for the selected Tax year. It’s also possible to see a breakdown of
Returns by their current statuses. The bottom section shows a breakdown of Returns by Partner and Manager, the percentage lodged and the percentage that are overdue. Drill through to the Tax Summary
report is available by clicking any on the top figures and by selecting a line for Partner or Manager where the underlying summary report will be filtered in context to what has been selected.

Tax Summary
The Summary report lists all returns
relevant to the drill through selections
and/or the additional reports
parameters available. These include
Partner, Manager, Return
Responsibility, Return Type, Return
Status and an Overdue filter. Drill
through on each line goes to a Return
Details format.
Return Details
This report focuses in on a particular
Return and displays all its key
attributes based on the return itself and
the Matter attached to it. There’s is also
a history of statues the Return has
been through.
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Tax Dashboard (NZ)
The Tax Dashboard (NZ) provides high level access to various Tax measures. The focus is on Filing numbers and percentages for the selected Tax year. There is a breakdown of Returns by their current
status, a Chart tracking filing percentages against IRD targets and a chart showing the current year filing performance against the previous two tax years. The bottom section shows a breakdown of Returns
by Partner and Manager. Drill through to the Tax Summary report is available by clicking any of the top figures and by selecting a line for Partner or Manager where the underlying summary report will be
filtered in context to what has been selected. Parameters available for selection include Return Types, Lodgement Method, Extension of Time and L Letter / D Status combinations.

Tax Summary
The Summary report lists all returns relevant to the drill through
selections and/or the additional reports parameters available.
These include Partner, Manager, Agency, Lodgement Method,
Return Status, Extension of Time filter and a Filed filter. Drill
through on each line goes to a Return Details format.
Return Details
This report focuses in on a particular Return and displays all its
key attributes based on the return itself and the Matter attached
to it.
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CRM Dashboard
The CRM Dashboard combines high level Opportunity, Activity and Event information. This format is a launching pad to further detail for each section. Tooltips provide additional information and drill through options on
all key measures and chart items provide the ability to see more detail on selected items. Opportunities and Activities are broken into sections based on key dates, Created, Due and Closed. There is a focus on Expected
Revenue for Opportunities with different combinations aimed at giving a complete picture of what is in the system, what’s won, what’s lost and what’s still available.
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